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Description of programs providing most significant Treatment of the 

community issues. 



ISSUES PROGRAMS QUARTERLY REPORT 

3RD Quarter 2013 

 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIGFICANT 

 TREATMENT OF THE COMMUNITY ISSUES 

Program Day Time 

News Evening Monday-Friday 4:00-5:00   pm 

News Night Monday-Friday 9:00-10:00 pm 

Notipuntos 1 Minute 

Capsule 

Monday-Friday 5:00pm to 7:30 pm 

 

 

Noticias Mundo Fox is a Network program presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and 

issue related histories. Stories run 1 to 3 minutes length. 

Notipuntos 52 is locally produced capsules presenting a mix of news, weather and issue 

related histories. Stories run 0:30 to 1:00 minutes length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Issues programs quarterly description pg. 1st quarter 2013 

Issues/ Topics 

1st Quarter of 2014 

Topics addressed in this quarter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Politics 

2 Minorities 

3 Health 

4 Education 

5 Weather/National Security 



Education 

Notipuntos 52.   Better Colleges for Texans.  Wendy Davis proposals regarding College 

students and how she wants to offer them more possibilities for them.  01/09/014 TRT 

00:45 

Notipuntos 52.  READ Program. Fort Worth ISD met with students of the “READ” program, 

in this initiative students read every day with specialized teachers. McDonalds donate a 

breakfast for each one of them. 01/01/2014 TRT 00:59 

Notipuntos 52. New enrollments How to obtain the enrollments forms for the Magnet 

schools and what this schools are offering.  01/09/014 TRT 00:45 

Notipuntos 52. Asia in FW.  This week start the Asian Samurai exhibition in the Fort Worth 

museum of Art. Free entrance for all the public.  02/14/2014 TRT 00:39 

Noticias Mundofox. Guessing.  A group of scientists from the National University of life 

sciences of Beijing, found the method which could determine the years of a person's life 

from childhood, which becomes a tool for the early prevention of diseases. 02/18/2014 

TRT  01:00 

Noticias Mundofox. Engineers. A group of members of the creative collective of 

engineering QuiLab engineering, designed a "tangible" version of the popular game 

'Flappy Bird'. 02/25/2014 TRT 01:25 

Noticias Mundofox. NASA. NASA has shared the real photos taken from space that 

seem straight out of a film. 03/03/2014  TRT  00:46 

Notipuntos52. Workshops PrepU.  Workshops to help parents to help their children in 

preparation to attend University. Addresses was provided. 03/21/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos 52.  The Dream.  New resources for no documented students in US. 

03/17/2014 TRT 00:30 

 

Minorities 

Notipuntos 52. Mexican Consulate.  Mexican consulate is providing services outside 

Dallas areas, for a week the consulate will provide services to Mexicans in Fort Worth, 

address is provided.  01/02/2014 TRT 00:59 

Notipuntos 52. Woman Rights.  How a pregnant woman can protect his unborn child 

from the influenza and where they can found the proper vaccinations.  01/10/2014 TRT 

00:45 



Noticias MundoFox. Deportations.  According with numbers from the ISA Agency between 2005 and 

2012 nearly two million people have been deported, mostly Mexican. 01/14/2014 TRT 01:44 

Notipuntos 52. Latino Cultural.  Activities in the Latino Center for the community.  

02/07/2014 TRT 00:49 

Notipuntos 52. Employment for Puerto Ricans. DISD is looking for teachers in San Juan 

P.R. 02/18/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos52. Spanish Teachers.  Some Colombian and Mexican teachers could be 

deported because a mistake in their paperwork. 02/19/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos 52. Travel to Mexico.  What are the necessary documents to travel with kids 

to Mexico 03/10/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos 52. Obama Care. The deadline for registration without penalty for the Act on 

Protection of patient and health care, Obama Care, will culminate in six days. If you or 

your family is not yet registered you can still register 03/25/2014 00:52 

Noticias Mundofox. Fast 4 Families. The caravan of Fast 4 Families continues its tour of 

United States. Now, their caravans are directed toward the Great Lakes Region in Ohio 

and Greenville in North Carolina. The caravan expects to reach Washington to push the 

adoption of the Immigration Reform 03/27/2014  TRT  00:45 

 

Health 

Notipuntos 52. Monoxide. How heaters need to be maintained to avoid Monoxide and 

some preventive acts. 01/03/2014 TRT 00:59 

Notipuntos 52.   Flu-Vaccination. How to prevent the influenza and where are the 

vaccinations and the process of the vaccination what to expect 01/08/2014 TRT 00:59 

Notipuntos 52.  Flu- Symptoms.  How Schools are dealing with flue and what are the 

recommendations for parents when they have a child with symptoms.  01/21/2014 00:45 

Notipuntos 52. Better health. How the overweight can impact other areas in the human 

body like High blood pressure and cholesterol. 02/12/2014 TRT 00:49  

 Notipuntos 52. Flu prevention. Treatment of flus, symptoms in the first 48 hr. and 

Vaccination. 02/22/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos 52. Hard Attack.  How to treat and prevent a heart attack, aspirin is not for 

everyone, people should visit their doctor to have a good diet and exercise plan. 

02/26/2014 TRT 00:30 



Notipuntos 52.  Health insurance.  Insurance Market, how it is working, due dates for 

enrollment and what happen if your income grows after the enrollment. 03/13/2014 

Notipuntos 52. Obama care.  BCBS of Texas are doing workshops and fairs to inform how 

to get insurance. 03/13/2014 TRT 00:39 

Noticias Mundofox.  Better Health. A recognized American doctor, recommends in his 

book 'short Guide for a long life' apply 10 simple habits that will improve the quality of 

life and increase the years of existence.  According to the specialist, the 

implementation of these practices in the day to day not only improve our health, but 

also will enable us to live with more peace of mind and even more happy 03/19/2014 

TRT  00:45 

 

Political 

Notipuntos 52. Why to vote.  Why is important to vote and what are our political options, 

the interviewed encourage the viewers to go and vote, does not matter who they 

choose. 01/08/2014 TRT 00:45 

Notipuntos 52.  The importance of the Vote in Texas why to vote and where to find an ID 

to vote in Texas on March.  01/10/2014 TRT 00:45 

Noticias Mundofox. Approved. This Wednesday the House of Representatives approved 

the bill on federal budget, it would close the budgetary instability in USA, which has 

been affecting the country for the past three years. 01/15/2014 TRT  00:35 

Notipuntos 52. Questions on elections. More information about the next election period 

in North Texas. 01/17/2014 TRT 00:45 

Notipuntos 52. Illegal immigration Stopped. General Attorney, implemented more 

effective soldiers in the Texas’s Border to shield the zone and prevent the illegal 

immigration entry. 02/11/2014 TRT 00:49 

Notipuntos 52. ID TO Vote. How and where are the places to obtain id to Vote. 

02/13/2014 TRT 00:30 

Notipuntos 52. Early Vote. Early vote starts tomorrow, how to vote, where and what if 

you do not have the proper ID. 02/15/2014 TRT 00:30 

Noticias Mundofox. Elections.  After the closure of the polls candidates for the 

Presidency of El Salvador they expect results to know who will take control of the South 

American country 03/09/2014 TRT 00:35 



Noticias Mundofox. Vatican. Barack Obama met this Thursday with the Pope Francisco 

during 50 minutes in what was a historic meeting in the Vatican. 03/827/2014  TRT 00:39 

 

Security and Weather 

Notipuntos 52. Bomb Alarm in a Hebron High school. An alarm was started but was 

false, after 2 hours the police release the HS to normal activity. No danger place they 

declared. 01/14/2014 TRT 00:45 

Noticias Mundofox. Navy in Hawaii. The United States Navy.UU. It was reported that they 

are conducting research in Hawaii to see if spilled JP8 fuel, into an underground 

reservoir on the island. 01/16/2014 TRT 00:45 

Noticias Mundofox. Invitation. The Secretary of State of United States. John Kerry, it 

asked the Syrian opposition part of the negotiations that will take place in Switzerland 

during the Convention of Geneva 2.  01/16/2014 

Notipuntos 52 Bad Weather. Airport was closed during some time, and many flight had 

been cancelled, Airport information to confirm cancelled flights. 02/06/2014 TRT 00:49 

Notipuntos 52 Bad Weather and Public Transportation.   How benefit the new routes will 

be during this bad weather, information about the new routes. 02/06/25014 TRT 00:35 

Notipuntos 52. Electricity. Authorities had been ordered an alarm because the low 

temperatures. Interruptions could happen because the demand.  02/07/2014 TRT 00:49 

Noticias Mundofox. Bubble. A new project submitted by an agency of architecture in 

London proposed to cover the Chinese capital with a giant bubble to combat the 

extreme levels of contamination that is putting at risk each time over the health of the 

citizens of Beijing. 03/03/2014 TRT 01:30 

Noticias Mundofox. Niagara.  It is the second time in the year that water currents 

become huge blocks of ice, and the play of light that illuminates the falls at night 

03/05/2014  TRT  00:35 

Notipuntos 52.  Dangerous Toys.  Units were retired from market, fisher price has some 

product on call, and we provide name of products and what to do. TRT 00:49 

02/04/2014 

Noticias Mundofox. Storms from Space. The scientists will study these images and 

information from the international space station to try and decipher what causes 

lightning during storms. 03/29/2014 TRT 00:25 


